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 Bavaria™ is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of flight simulators and is already established as a pioneer in “Hollywood-
style” in-flight entertainment. With a powerful virtual cockpit, photorealistic scenery and features that can be easily integrated

into the sim, Bavaria has been a leader in the aviation market for many years. Today Bavaria is the market leader in virtual
cockpit. In 2014 the Bavaria Group was acquired by FlightSimLabs and became part of the FlightSimLabs family of brands.
Read more about the history of Bavaria’s software and about the company and its products in the Bavaria products section of
our website. Features In-Operator: You may create a user account with a different name and a different email address and use
the account with your favorite in-flight entertainment provider. Your user account is linked to a single in-flight entertainment
provider account that you manage via the account management portal. The User Account allows you to create different user
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accounts per provider. To access one of these accounts, you simply log-in to the in-flight entertainment provider account
management portal. Note that you may not create an account on an in-flight entertainment provider and simultaneously log-in to
a user account on a flight simulator platform, and vice versa. Please make sure that the in-flight entertainment provider account
you use to purchase the Add-On with is tied to a credit card that can be charged, and has the card number and expiration date

that you will be using. The Add-On may not be available with an account that has a different billing address than the one
provided to the in-flight entertainment provider. In-flight Entertainment providers In-Flight Entertainment Provider list Please
see the above link for more information about the features available to the user accounts linked to the in-flight entertainment

provider accounts. Flight SimLabs is an innovative, leading flight simulator platform provider, using the best available
technology to produce authentic flight simulation. Our aim is to provide you with an experience like no other. Read more about
the history of Flight SimLabs in the Flight SimLabs products section of our website. Our platform is supported by an extensive

network of certified engineers and a growing team of top-flight technical experts. These include certified high fidelity flight
dynamics engineers, certified turn-key platform engineers, certified high fidelity aircraft interior engineers, certified Dassault

certified avionics engineers, certified 82157476af
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